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A Tour of Washington, D.C.
City Productions Home Video, 1995
VC 917.53 T644 (27 min.)

Abstract: This tour of Washington, D.C. describes the origin of the capital city as well as attractions and activities in the area.

Beyond Borders: discovering Spain
IVN Entertainment, Inc., 1998
VC 946 B468 (60 min.)

Summary: A tour of historical and cultural areas of Spain, including Madrid, Barcelona, Avila, Salamanca, Segovia, Toledo, Cordoba, Grenada, the Canary Islands, Santiago de Compostela, Seville and La Costa Brava. Features interviews with author Camilio Jose Cela and former Parliament member Xavier Roberto.

Bolivia
Pilot Productions, 2008
DVD 918.04 B638B

Subject: Ian Wright travels throughout Bolivia, including stops in La Paz, the salt flats of Uyuni, and a bike ride up the Andes.

Destination Mexico: travel and experience the world
Escapi Media, 2002
DVD 972 D474 (104 min.)
*DVD player required

Abstract: Explores areas in Mexico such as Tijuana, Taxco, Mexico City, Teotihuacan, etc.

Egypt: quest for eternity
National Geographic Society Educational Services, 1982
VC 916.2 EG98 (60 min.)

Exploring the Galapagos Islands
International Video Network, 1992
VC 918.665 EX74 (60 min.)
**Summary**: Journey to the footsteps of Charles Darwin. View volcanic formations & explore lava fields formed by a recent eruption. Swim with dolphins & snorkel with sea lions. Watch leaping porpoises. Walk into the wild to find giant land tortoises. Experience a place that's frozen in time...& that will continue to revisit your memory.

**Faulkner's Mississippi: land into legend**  
*University of Mississippi, 1965*  
VC 813.52 F273 (32 min.)

**Summary**: This program presents quotations from the writings of William Faulkner to correlate with appropriate scenes in Oxford and Lafayette Counties in Mississippi. It transposes Faulkner's mythical county, Yoknapatawpha, into reality.

**Horatio's drive: America's first road trip**  
*PBS Home Video, 2004, 2003*  
DVD 629.28 H78D (146 min.)

**Summary**: Horatio Nelson Jackson, an eccentric Vermont doctor, drove from San Francisco to New York City, in 1903 to become the first person to drive an automobile across the continent - a feat never before accomplished. It would mark the beginning of a new era in America and the end of another. It took Lewis & Clark over two years to go from the Atlantic to the Pacific - Horatio went the opposite direction, by means of the "Horseless carriage", in less than 3 months.

**Human Geography: people, places, and change**  
*Annenburg/CPB Collection, 1996*  
DVD 304.2 H88G (3 videodiscs; 270 min.)

**Contents:**  

**Summary**: Visits communities around the world examining the cultural, economic, and physical features of the landscape. Illustrates two major questions that propel human geographers: where are people and human activities located and why?
Human Geography: people, places, and change
Annenburg/CPB Collection, 1996
VC 304.2 H88 (Pts 1-10; 28 min. ea.)

Contents:
1. Imagining new worlds
2. Reflections on a global screen
3. Global firms in the Industrializing East
4. Global tourism
5. Alaska: the last frontier?
6. Population transition in Italy
7. Water is for fighting over
8. A migrant's heart
9. Berlin: changing center of a changing Europe
10. The world of the dragon

Summary: These programs show the impact that government, corporate, group and individual decisions have on people that are grappling with major socioeconomic changes.

In the Footsteps of Alexander the Great
BBC Worldwide Ltd., 2010
DVD938.07 IN1F 2010 (2 discs; 234 min.)

Summary: Combining popular history with adventure and travel, historian Michael Wood embarks on an odyssey of discovery, following the ancient triumphal march of Alexander of Macedonia from Greece to India, to bring us the truth behind one of history's most famous and enigmatic heroes.

In the Footsteps of Alexander the Great
PBS Home Video [distributor], 1998
VC 938.07 IN1 (Pts 1-4; 240 min.)

Contents:
vol. 1. Son of God;
vol. 2. Lord of Asia;
vol. 3. Across the Hindu Kush;
vol. 4. To the ends of the earth.

Abstract: Brings to life one of the most pivotal events in human history, the creation of the Greek empire stretching from the Balkans to India. Michael Wood hosts this colorful journey across 20,000 miles, 16 countries and four war zones, retracing Alexander's expedition that first joined East and West.
Lewis & Clark: the journey of the corps of discovery
*PBS DVD, 2009, 1997*
DVD 917.8 L585J (2 discs; 240 min.)

**Summary:** Tells the story of the most important expedition in American history, led by Captains Meriwether Lewis and William Clark. Also includes the stories of the young army men, French-Canadian boatmen, Clark's African-American slave, and the Shoshone woman named Sacagawea who went with them.

Lost World: Venezuela's ancient Tepuis, The
*PBS Home Video, 2004*
DVD 508.876 L899L (60 min.)

**Summary:** Explores the landscape of the remote tepuis (or, table-top mountains) of Venezuela and looks at the unique life forms found there.

Mississippi Millennial Moments: Mississippi's contribution to the 20th century
*Grayson Family Productions, 2000*
VC 917.62 M691W (70 min.)

Mississippi State Parks: A New Horizon
*Mississippi Department of Wildlife, Fisheries and Parks, 1994*
VC 917.62 M691 (12 min.)

**Abstract:** This program describes Mississippi's state parks and the recreational facilities available.

National Parks: America's best idea, The
*PBS Distribution, 2009*
DVD 973 N213p (6 discs; 750 min.)

**Contents:**
- **Episode one:** The scripture of nature (1851-1890), 116 min
- **Episode two:** The last refuge (1890-1915), 131 min
- **Episode three:** The empire of grandeur (1915-1919), 114 min
- **Episode four:** Going home (1920-1933), 117 min
- **Episode five:** Great nature (1933-1945), 116 min
- **Episode six:** The morning of creation (1946-1980), 116 min

**Summary:** Traces the birth of the national park idea in the mid-1800s and follows its evolution for nearly 150 years. Using archival photographs, first-person accounts of historical characters, personal memories and analysis from more than 40 interviews, the series chronicles the steady addition of new parks through the stories of the people who helped create them and save them from destruction.
Panama & Columbia
Pilot Productions, 2007
DVD  917.28704 P192p (60 min.)

Summary: Megan McCormick visits Panama's lively capital and the Panama Canal. Her journey continues in Colombia's capital Bogota, the historic city of Cartagena and ends in the town of Santa Marta where she treks into the jungle in search of a Lost City.

Pilot Guide to Ecuador and the Galapagos Islands, The
Pilot Film & TV Productions, 2002
VC 918.6604 EC91 (50 min.)

Abstract: Tour Ecuador as well as the Andes, Amazon, and the magnificent Galapagos Islands.

Pilot Guide to Mexico City, The
Pilot Productions, 2002
VC 917.253 P647 (50 min.)

Summary: Traveler Justine Shapiro explores this buzzing capital where modern skyscrapers tower over Indian markets and Spanish churches. On day trips, she visits the colonial silver city of Taxco and the beautiful city of Teotihuacan whose mysterious civilization built the gigantic pyramids of the Sun and Moon.

Silk Road I, The
Central Park Media, 1990
VC 951.5 SI34 (Pts 1-6; 55 min. ea.)

Contents:
1. Across the Taklamakan desert
2. The art gallery in the desert
3. The dark castle
4. Glories of ancient Chang-An
5. In search of the Kingdom of Lou-Lan
6. A thousand kilometers beyond the Yellow River

Story of India, The
Maya Vision International, 2008
DVD 954.04 ST76I (2 discs; 330 min.)

Contents:
Disc 1: Beginnings: 50,000 BCE-1000 BCE; Power of ideas: 500 BCE-200 BCE; Spice routes and silk roads: 200 BCE-300 CE
Disc 2: Ages of gold: 300 CE-1000 CE; Meeting of two oceans: 1000 CE-1700 CE; Freedom: 1700 CE-2009 CE

Summary: Historian Michael Wood chronicles the history of the Indian subcontinent, focusing especially on the diversity of its peoples, cultures and landscapes. The world's largest democracy and a rising economic giant, India is now as well known across the globe for its mastery of computer technology as it is for its many-armed gods and its famous spiritual traditions. But India is also the world's most ancient surviving civilization, with unbroken continuity back into prehistory. India's history is a ten thousand year epic but for over two millennia, India has been at the center of world history: birthplace of two world religions, home of an extraordinary spectrum of music, dance, literature, science, mathematics, economics, and a revolutionary idea whose power has yet to diminish. It has seen successive invasions from Alexander the Great and Genghis Khan to Tamburlaine and the British, all of whom left their mark but all of whom succumbed--in the end--to India herself.

Touring America’s National Parks
Distributed by Questar/TravelNetwork, 1989
VC 917.304 T645 (67 min.)

Abstract: This program travels through twenty of the national parks of the United States. It includes a segment of the 1988 fire at Yellowstone.

Volga, The
The Society, 1977
VC 914.7 V882 (59 min.)

Summary: Takes the viewer on a trip along the Volga River, showing the sights of interest and visiting with the people who populate its shores. Includes visits to Lenin's birthplace, a state farm, and a caviar processing plant.

Walking the Bible
WGBH Boston Video, 2006, 2005
DVD 222.1077 W154B (168 min.)

Contents:
Episode 1. Go forth: from creation to Abraham
Episode 2. A coat of many colors: the Israelites in Egypt
Episode 3. Toward the Promised Land: forty years in the desert
Summary: "Presents one man's epic journey--by foot, jeep, rowboat, and camel--through the greatest stories ever told. From crossing the Red Sea to climbing Mount Sinai to touching the burning bush, Bruce Feiler's inspiring odyssey will forever change your view of history's most legendary events"--Container.

Waterparkin’ The Pat Harrison Way
Pat Harrison Waterway District, 1994
VC 917.62 W314 (15 min.)

Abstract: This program describes the Pat Harrison Water District and the area it serves, including the water parks in the district.
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Mississippi State Parks: A New Horizon
Mississippi Department of Wildlife, Fisheries and Parks, 1994
VC 917.62 M691 (12 min.)

Abstract: This program describes Mississippi's state parks and the recreational facilities available.

The National Parks: America's best idea
Florentine Films, 2009
DVD 973 N213p (6 discs; 750 min.)

Contents:
- Episode one: The scripture of nature (1851-1890), 116 min
- Episode two: The last refuge (1890-1915), 131 min
- Episode three: The empire of grandeur (1915-1919), 114 min
- Episode four: Going home (1920-1933), 117 min
- Episode five: Great nature (1933-1945), 116 min
- Episode six: The morning of creation (1946-1980), 116 min

Summary: Traces the birth of the national park idea in the mid-1800s and follows its evolution for nearly 150 years. Using archival photographs, first-person accounts of historical characters, personal memories and analysis from more than 40 interviews, the series chronicles the steady addition of new parks through the stories of the people who helped create them and save them from destruction.